Abstract. We study Sobolev regularity results for minimisers of autonomous, convex variational of linear growth which depend on the symmetric gradient rather than the full gradient. This extends the results available in the literature for the BV-setting to the case of functionals whose full gradients are a priori not known to exist as matrix-valued Radon measures.
Introduction
In this work we study the regularity of minimisers of autonomous variational integrals of the form with an open and bounded Lipschitz domain Ω ⊂ R n subject to suitable Dirichlet boundary conditions. Here, ε(u) := 1 2 (Du + D T u) denotes the symmetric gradient and f ∈ C 2 (R n×n ) is a variational integrand of linear growth. By this we understand that there exist two constants 0 < c 0 ≤ c 1 < ∞ such that c 0 |ξ| ≤ f (ξ) ≤ c 1 (1 + |ξ|) (1.2) holds for all ξ ∈ R n×n sym . Due to growth condition (1.2), the functional F is well-defined on the Sobolev space W 1,1 (Ω; R n ). Imitating the approach pursued in the minimal surface case, specifying an appropriate Dirichlet class within which the above minimization problem has to be considered, non-reflexivity of W 1,1 (Ω; R n ) suggests that minimizers of F are attained in the space BV(Ω; R n ) of functions of bounded variation; that is, those elements of L 1 (Ω, R n ) whose distributional gradients are Radon measures of finite total variation on Ω. However, due to Ornstein's Non-Inequality [26, 24, 14] , there is no constant C > 0 such that (1.3) holds for all u ∈ C 1 c (Ω; R n ) and so neither F nor a suitable relaxation is coercive on W 1,1 (Ω; R n ) or BV(Ω; R n ), respectively. Basically, the non-validity of estimates (1.3) is a consequence of unboundedness of singular integral operators on L 1 . In this context, the appropriate substitutes are given by the spaces LD(Ω) and BD(Ω) which consist of all u ∈ L 1 (Ω; R n ) for which the distributional symmetric gradients ε(u) belong to L 1 (Ω; R n×n sym ) or can be represented by R n×n sym -valued finite Radon measures on Ω, respectively; see section 2.2. In particular, Ornstein's Non-Inequality then implies that in general BV(Ω; R n ) BD(Ω) and that the full distributional gradients of BD-functions might not even exist as measures. Hence the chief question which we shall treat in the present work is to find conditions on the variational integrand f ∈ C 2 (R n×n sym ; R ≥0 ) such that minimisers indeed qualify as elements of BV(Ω; R n ) or Sobolev spaces W 1,p (Ω; R n ).
1.1. Generalised Minimisers. To define the concept of minimisers we shall work with, firstly note that F given by (1.1) is merely defined for u ∈ LD(Ω) and so must be relaxed to be defined for u ∈ BD(Ω). Here, because f is autonomous and convex, it is irrelevant whether we choose the weak*-or L 1 -relaxation; indeed, they coincide in this case.
To be more precise, we consider the variational principle to minimise F within a Dirichlet class D u0 := u 0 + LD 0 (Ω), (1.4) where LD 0 (Ω) is the closure of C 1 c (Ω; R n ) with respect to v LD := v L 1 + ε(v) L 1 and u 0 ∈ W 1,1 (Ω; R n ). Moreover, note because the trace operator maps LD(Ω) and BD(Ω) surjectively onto L 1 H n−1 (∂Ω; R n ) (see section 2.2), which is the case for W 1,1 (Ω; R n ) too due to a result of Gagliardo, considering the Dirichlet classes D u0 with u 0 ∈ W 1,1 (Ω; R n ) in fact makes sense.
To give an alternative description of minima of such relaxed functionals, we follow Bildhauer [8] and define the set of generalised minimisers of F by
GM(F) := u ∈ BD(Ω) :
u is the L 1 -limit of an F-minimising sequence (u k ) ⊂ u 0 + LD 0 (Ω) . (1.5) This definition explicitely makes use of L 1 -convergence which, in turn, is motivated by a a standard compactness result for BD(Ω); namely, if a sequence (u k ) ⊂ BD(Ω) is norm bounded, then there exists a subsequence converging strongly in L 1 (Ω; R n ) (recall that ∂Ω is assumed to be Lipschitz). Let us now define the recession function f Using convexity and linear growth of f , it is easy to show that f ∞ is well-defined and convex too. Let u ∈ BD(Ω) and split ε(u) = E a u + E s u into its absolutely continuous and singular parts with respect to L n . Then we put
where as usual dE s u/ d| E s u| denotes the Lebesgue density of E s u with respect to its total variation measure | E s u| and ν ∂Ω is the outward unit normal to ∂Ω (see section 2.2 for more on notation). As can be easily shown, u ∈ BD(Ω) is a generalised minimiser for F if and only if it is F-minimising; also compare section 5.1.
Let us note that by definition, f ∞ is positively 1-homogeneous and thus not strictly convex regardless of strict convexity of f . As a consequence, strict convexity of f does not suffice to immediately deduce uniqueness of generalised minimisers. Thus, when applying the vanishing viscosity method in order to establish regularity results for generalised minimisers, we only cover one particular generalised minimiser; others, possessing symmetric gradients with a different singular part with resect to Lebesgue measure, might exhibit different behaviour.
The decisive feature of integrands f for variational integrals (1.1) to produce minimisers of higher Sobolev regularity is that of µ-ellipticity, to be discussed next.
1.2. µ-elliptic Integrands. Throughout the present work we shall further assume that f ∈ C 2 (R n×n sym ; R ≥0 ) is a µ-elliptic (and thus, in particular, convex) integrand. This notion of ellipticity originates from a series of papers by Bildhauer & Fuchs [8, 10] in their study of minimisation problems of the type (1.1), where ε was replaced by the full gradients and which we recall here for completeness: Then, as shown in [8] , Examples 3.9 and 4.17, each ϕ µ is µ-elliptic. Moreover, for µ = 3 we reobtain the usual area integrand · := m 2 , whereas µ = 2 precisely gives ϕ 2 (ξ) := |ξ| arctan(|ξ|) − 1 2 log(1 + |ξ| 2 ), ξ ∈ R n×n . As we shall see below, µ = 2 is precisely the borderline case which can be dealt with using the method developed in this paper and hence is of special interest to us.
Let us further note that in the definition of µ-ellipticity the case µ = 1 is explicitely excluded. Indeed, it is easy to show that 1-elliptic C 2 -integrands are of L log L-growth and hence beyond the scope of integrands of linear growth. Moreover, since singular integrals of convolution type map L log L(Ω; R n ) to L 1 (Ω; R n ), minimisers of (1.1) with 1-elliptic f possess full distributional gradients in M(Ω; R n×n ). In consequence, when studying regularity properties of such minima, we may directly test with the full difference quotients and hence no modification of the common difference quotient method is required.
1.3. Main Results. The main obstruction in deriving a higher differentiability result for functionals of the type (1.1) under the linear growth assumption on f is that, by Ornstein's Non-Inequality, the full distributional gradients of BD-functions do not need to exist as Radon measures of finite total mass. Since the failure of Korn's inequality in the linear growth setting is mainly due to the unboundedness of singular integrals of convolution type on L 1 (see Remark 2.1), we shall reduce to a setup in which we can fruitfully employ boundedness of singular integrals. More precisely, using µ-ellipticity of the integrands and employing a difference quotient-type technique, we will shift the higher differentiability issue to suitable weighted Lebesgue spaces with integrability exponents p > 1. Here, the Muckenhoupt A p -classes play an instrumental role since they precisely consist of those weights for which singular integrals are bounded between the corresponding weighted L p -spaces. As mentioned above, another difficulty stems from the fact that the symmetric gradients of generalised minimisers are not a priori known to be absolutely continuous with respect to L n . Consequently, since we are not allowed uniqueness of generalised minima, a stabilisation procedure relying on the vanishing viscosity approach must be suitably modified. In doing so, we follow essentially the lines of Beck & Schmidt [7] and, starting from a given generalised minimiser, thus construct a specific minimising sequence that weak*-converges to the generalised minimiser so that each of its members almost minimises an appropriately stabilised functional. Since this sequence belongs to LD, we are further in position to avoid manipulations on difference quotient of measures. In constructing the aforementioned specific minimising sequence, we make use of the Ekeland variational principle, however, unlike in [7] , where the authors worked in the negative Sobolev space W −1,1 , we employ it in the dual space (W 1,∞ 0 ) * in order to obtain perturbations that are weak enough to be dealt with the available a priori-estimates.
The core of our approach, however, consists in considering finite differences instead of the full difference quotients. This is a necessary requirement since we do not have a priori control over the full difference quotients, and canonically leads to the derivation of Nikolskiȋ-type estimates of the symmetric gradients of generalised minima. Recalling that we wish to use the machinery of singular integrals on weighted L p -spaces, we will shift a certain part of the degeneracy of f ′′ into weights which, by the classical CoifmanRochberg lemma from harmonic analysis, leads to the restriction 1 < µ < 2 for the weights to belong to the correct Muckenhoupt classes. Our main result then reads as follows:
be a convex integrand of linear growth and Ω an open and bounded Lipschitz subset of R n . For every n ∈ N with n ≥ 2 there exists a number 1 < µ(n) < 2 and an exponent p ≥ 1 such that the following holds: If f is µ-elliptic with µ ≤ µ(n), then any generalised minimiser u ∈ BD(Ω) ∩ BMO loc (Ω; R n ) of the functional (1.1) belongs to W 1,p loc (Ω; R n ).
As a byproduct of our proof, we obtain that the solution σ ∈ L ∞ div (Ω; R n×n sym ) of the dual problem (in the sense of convex duality) actually belongs to W 1,2 loc (Ω; R n×n sym ). Indeed, the dual problem is substantially better behaved than the primal one: Whereas the recession part of the relaxed primal functional might lead to non-uniqueness for generalised minimisers provided a too weak ellipticity is assumed for f , the dual solution is always unique and enjoys the aforementioned higher Sobolev regularity. However, unlike elliptic variationals of p-growth, p > 1, in our case we may not assume that σ = f ′ (ε(u)), where u : Ω → R n is a generalised minimiser. In fact, this would be the case if we knew a priori that u ∈ LD(Ω), in turn being equivalent to H n−1 ∞ ({σ ∈ ∂dom(f * )}) = 0 (where f * is the Fenchel conjugate of f and dom(f * ) its effective domain), but this is not clear at the relevant stage of the proof.
A consequence of Theorem 1.2 is the following result on the uniqueness of generalised minimisers. Similarly to functionals of linear growth depending on the gradient (see [7] , section 5), uniqueness of generalised minimisers only can be obtained modulo rigid deformations, that is, elements of the nullspace of ε: Theorem 1.3 (Uniqueness). Let f : R n×n → R be a µ-elliptic integrand of linear growth with µ ≤ µ(n), where µ(n) is given by Theorem 1.2. Suppose that Ω is an open, bounded and connected Lipschitz subset of R n . Then any two generalised minimisers u, v ∈ GM(F)∩BMO loc (Ω; R n ) differ by a rigid deformation, that is, there exists R ∈ R(Ω)
To conclude with, let us highlight that our method (which can be applied to functionals of linear growth depending on the full gradient equally well) allows to drop the local boundedness assumption of the generalised minimisers, which seemed to be an instrumental ingredient in the Sobolev regularity results to be found in the literature [8, 10, 7] . Indeed, as Theorem 1.2 shows, a local BMO-bound indeed suffices, and it is likely that this can even be weakened further. However, since this is not the focal point of the present inquiry, we shall defer this point to future work.
1.4.
Organisation of the Paper. In section 2 we fix notation and collect some important definitions and preliminary facts, in particular, concerning functions of bounded deformation and weighted Besov spaces. Before we embark on the proof of the main results of this work in section 4, we provide in section 3 an embedding result for BMO ∩ BD that uses a mean-value characterisation of fractional differentiablity established by Dorronsoro [18] . Finally, the appendix contains auxiliary material as to relaxation and the treatment of the Dirichlet problem on BD and records background information on Besov spaces.
Setup
In this section we fix notation, record important definitions and collect some preliminary results to be used in the main part.
2.1. General Notation. Unless stated otherwise, we assume Ω to be an open and bounded subset of R n with Lipschitz boundary ∂Ω. Given x 0 ∈ R n and r > 0, we denote B(x 0 , r) := {x ∈ R n : |x − x 0 | < r} the open ball with radius r centered at x 0 . The n-dimensional Lebesgue measure is denoted L n and the (n − 1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure is denoted H n−1 . Given two positive, real valued functions f, g, we indicate by f g that f ≤ Cg with a constant C > 0. If f g and g f , we write
For a given measurable function f : Ω → R, a unit vector e s , s = 1, ..., n, and a stepwidth h ∈ R \ {0}, we define the forward finite difference τ + s,h f (x) and the backward finite difference τ − s,h , respectively, by τ
Finally, we denote by R n×n sym the symmetric n × n-matrices with real entries and, given u, v ∈ R n , we denote their dyadic product u ⊗ v := uv T and their symmetric dyadic product u ⊗ sym v :
Functions of Bounded Deformation.
Here we recall the space of functions of bounded deformation as introduced in [13, 33] . For more detailled background information, the reader is referred to [1, 32, 6, 21] . Let Ω ⊂ R n be open. A measurable function u : Ω → R n belongs to BD(Ω) if and only if u ∈ L 1 (Ω; R n ) and its total deformation
is finite, where the divergence has to be understood row-wise. The norm on BD(Ω) is given by u BD(Ω) := u L 1 (Ω;R n ) + |ε(u)|(Ω), and endowed with this norm, BD(Ω) is a Banach space. Since the norm topology is too strong for most applications, it is useful to consider the following convergences instead: We say that a sequence (u k ) ⊂ BD(Ω) converges to u ∈ BD(Ω) in the weak*-sense provided u k → u strongly in L 1 (Ω; R n ) and ε(u k ) * ⇀ ε(u) in the sense of R n×n -valued measures as k → ∞. Moreover, if (u k ) converges to u in the weak*-sense and |ε(u k )|(Ω) → |ε(u)|(Ω) as k → ∞, then we say that (u k ) converges strictly to u as k → ∞. Lastly, we say that (u k ) converges to u in the area-strict sense provided u k → u strictly and
The concept of applying convex functions (so, e.g., the area integrand 1 + | · | 2 ) to a measure as utilised here will be carefully explained in section 5.1.1 below.
Resembling the fact that BV(Ω; R N ) arises as the weak*-closure of W 1,1 (Ω; R N ), BD(Ω; R N ) is the weak*-closure of the space
where ε(u) is the distributional symmetric gradient, and the norm on LD(Ω) is given by
The claimed property that BD(Ω) is the weak*-closure of LD(Ω) follows from the fact that (LD ∩ C ∞ )(Ω) is dense in BD(Ω) with respect to strict convergence, see [AG] . Moreover, if Ω is a bounded Lipschitz subset of R n , then there exists a
which is continuous with respect to the LD-norm;
• surjective trace operator Tr : BD(Ω) → L 1 H n−1 (∂Ω; R n ) which is continuous with respect to strict convergence.
Given u ∈ BD(Ω) and splitting the symmetric gradient measure ε(u) into its absolutely continuous and singular part with respect to Lebesgue measure, ε(u) = E a u + E s u, the above trace theorem can be employed to establish
where ν ∂Ω is the outward unit normal to the boundary of the Lipschitz set Ω ⊂ R n ; see [4, 32, 6] for more information on the trace operator and the relevant Gauss-Green formulas.
By Ornstein's Non-Inequality, we have LD(Ω) ֒→ W 1,1 (Ω; R n ) and thus BD(Ω) ֒→ BV(Ω) also. However, some additional information is available when passing to fractional spaces. We recall that, given 1 ≤ p < ∞ and 0 < s < 1, a measurable function u : Ω → R N belongs to the fractional Sobolev space W s,p (Ω; R N ) if and only if u ∈ L p (Ω; R N ) and
Invoking the fractional Sobolev spaces, we have that both LD loc (Ω) and BD loc (Ω) continuously embed into W s,1 loc (Ω; R n ) for any 0 < s < 1; see Proposition 2.2 below. For the sake of clarity of exposition, we shall sketch its proof below, however, note that the result itself can be strengthened using Van Schaftingen's general theory of cancelling operators (Lemma 3.4).
These statements in turn rest on the Smith representation formula [28] :
, we may write
Setting ε(u) := (ε(u) jk ) jk , we observe that
and hence, inserting this relation into (2.3), we obtain after an integration by parts
for all k = 1, ..., n. To briefly justify the preceding formula through use of Fourier analysis, let us recall a first order constant coefficient, linear and homogeneous differential operator between two finite dimensional vector spaces V and E can be written in the form
where the A α ∈ L (V, E), |α| = 1, are fixed homomorphisms. In this situation, we say that A is elliptic provided its symbol map
(with an obvious definition of the adjoint symbol A * [ξ]) is an invertible mapping from V to V . In turn, a routine calculation shows that there exists a constant c n > 0 such that for each u ∈ C ∞ c (R n ; V ) there holds
is homogeneous of degree −1 in ξ, the operator Φ is a fractional integration operator of order (n − 1).
Remark 2.1. Differentiating (2.6) with respect to x and keeping in mind the fact that Φ is a fractional integration operator of order (n − 1), it is straightforward to deduce that the mapping Ψ :
Du is given by a singular integral operator of convolution type (see [30] , chapter I) that arises as the Cauchy principal value integral of A[D]u with a kernel that grows like |x| −n . In conclusion, the standard properties of such operators imply that Ψ continuously extends to a mapping L p → L p if and only if 1 < p < ∞.
In the case of the elliptic symmetric gradient operator A = ε, carrying out the Fourier inversion given in (2.6) can be shown to precisely yield the coefficients given by the Smith representation formula (2.4).
Let Ω be an open subset of R n and K a relatively compact subset of Ω. Then for every 0 < s < 1 there exists a constant C = C(K, s) > 0
holds for all u ∈ BD(Ω).
Proof. Let u ∈ C ∞ c (R n ; R n ) and fix s < t < 1. Since Φ given by (2.6) is a Riesz potential operator of order (n − 1), we obtain for all x, y ∈ R n , x = y,
where we have used the elementary inequality
for all a, b, c ∈ R n×n with a = b = c and a constant C > 0. Fixing a ball B = B(z, r) ⊂ R n , dividing (2.8) by |x − y| n+s and integrating with respect to x, y ∈ B consequently yields
and due to symmetry reasons it suffices to suitably estimate the first term on the right side. Since u vanishes outside a compact set K ⊂ R n , we obtain for some sufficiently large ball B ′ = B(0, R) by Young's convolution inequality (also note n + s − t < n)
In conclusion, for any compact subset K of R n there exists a constant
To obtain the full statement, let u ∈ BD(R n ) and K ⊂ R n be an arbitrary compact set. Then there exists a sequence (u k ) ⊂ C ∞ c (R n ; R n ) that strictly converges to u. As a consequence of Fatou's lemma we then obtain
Since the statement we aim for is of local nature, the previous estimate together with a routine localisation argument concludes the proof.
The preceding result can be even strengthened (see Lemma 3.4), however, we decided to include the proof of the preceding proposition for the sake of the argument. Finally, we recall the space of rigid deformations
and the following Poincaré-type inequality for BD-functions:
Let Ω ⊂ R n be a bounded Lipschitz domain. Then there exists a constant C > 0 which only depends on n such that for all u ∈ BD(Ω)
Weights and Weighted Function Spaces. Let w : R
n → R be a weight, i.e., a non-negative, locally integrable function. We say that w belongs to the Muckenhoupt class
where the supremum is taken over all cubes Q ⊂ R n . Moreover, we say that w belongs to the Muckenhoupt class A 1 provided there exists a constant C > 0 such that Mw ≤ Cw L n -a.e. in R n ; in this case, the infimum of all such C > 0 is denoted [w] A1 . For further reference, let us note that by the very definition of the Muckenhoupt classes we have that
A deeper result we shall make use of below is the open ended property of Muckenhoupt weights. More precisely, see [35] , Prop. IX.4.5, if w ∈ A p for some 1 < p < ∞, then there exists a constant ε = ε(p) > 0 such that w ∈ A p−ε too.
The particular reason for considering these classes of weights is that the HardyLittlewood maximal operator M has convenient mapping properties as a mapping on the respective weighted Lebesgue spaces
Indeed, we have that M is a bounded linear operator L p (R n ; w) → L p (R n ; w) for 1 < p < ∞ if and only if w ∈ A p . A consequence thereof is that singular integrals of convolution type are bounded as mappings
Lemma 2.4. Let 1 < p < ∞ and let T be a Calderón-Zygmund operator. Then there exists a constant c = c T > 0 such that for any w ∈ A p ,
The main consequence of this lemma for theme of the present paper is that, because the mapping
w) for 1 < p < ∞ and w ∈ A p . Before passing to the weighted Besov spaces which play an instrumental role in the main part of the paper, we recall Coifman & Rochberg's construction on the building of A 1 -weights; see [35] , Prop. IX.3.3:
Lemma 2.5 (Coifman-Rochberg Lemma). Let µ be a non-negative Borel measure so that Mµ ≡ ∞. Then for each 0 ≤ δ < 1, (Mµ) δ ∈ A 1 with A 1 -constant which depends only on δ.
We will now introduce and discuss weighted Besov spaces. To this end, we recall the following weighted fractional integration theorem due to Muckenhoupt & Wheeden [25] , p. 267; here, for 0 < α < n,
denotes the α-th fractional integration operator.
Proposition 2.6. Let 0 < α < n and 1 < p < n/α and put 1/p
The previous proposition immediately implies the following
From this weighted fractional integration theorem we deduce the following embedding result for weighted Nikolskiȋ spaces; note that if ω is a weight on R n , we write ω := ω(·, 1) with slight abuse of notation for a weight on R n × R n .
Lemma 2.8. Let 0 < σ < 1 and 1 ≤ p < ∞. Suppose that ω ∈ A q , where q = p * /p ′ + 1. Let 0 < ε < σ be arbitrary. Then there holds
Proof. By Proposition 2.6 it suffices to prove that B σ,p
The full statement then follows by a standard interpolation argument.
As an important consequence, locality of the weighted Besov spaces allows us to deduce
with the exponents and weights adjusted due to Lemma 2.8.
On the Space
* . In order to work with suitably weak perturbations when applying the Ekeland variational principle, we record some properties of the dual space (W 1,∞ 0 )
* and adapt the results obtained in [7] , therein stated for the negative Sobolev space 1 W −1,1 to our setting. To compare with the approach pursued in [7] , we recall that
and the norm on W −1,1 (Ω; R n ) is given by
(Ω; R n )) * if and only if the norm
whenever this expression makes sense; here, we work with the gradient norm
As a dual space, (W
1,∞ 0
(Ω; R n )) * is complete. We finish this section with two elementary lemmas:
Proof. Let T ∈ W −1,1 (Ω; R n ) be arbitrary but fixed and write
obtain by the very definition of distributional derivatives and the norm on W
Passing to the infimum over all such representations of T , the previous estimate immediately implies the claim.
) * , however, this is not the case. Therefore we rather define W −1,1 than approaching it through duality arguments.
. Then for any s = 1, ..., n and any 0 < |h| < dist(K, ∂Ω) we have
Using integration by parts for difference quotients, we estimate
and hence passing to the supremum over all admissible competitors ϕ establishes the claim.
3. An Embedding for BD ∩ BMO In this section we prove an embedding result for BD ∩ BMO into certain fractional Sobolev spaces which will constitute a substantial part of the proof of the main theorem. The proof combines an argument firstly utilised by Dorronsoro [18] and an embedding result of BD into certain fractional Sobolev spaces. Let us recall that a measurable function u : R n → R N belongs to BMO(R n ; R N ) if and only if its sharp maximal function given by
The main result of this section is as follows.
Theorem 3.1. Let 1 < p < ∞ and ε > 0 such that
Before embarking on the proof of Theorem 3.1, we wish to place some remarks.
Remark 3.2.
It is important to note that that the preceding theorem is false for ε = 0. Indeed, if it was true in this case, the injections
However, as pointed out by Bourgain, Brezis and Mironescu [11] , this embedding in general fails: Indeed, a localisation argument would then yield ( , 1) ). Moreover, it converges weakly* in BV((−1, 1)) to sgn which, however, does not belong to W To prove the theorem, we first recall a mean value characterisation of fractional Sobolev spaces which can be found in [18] .
Moreover, the expression on the left is equivalent to the W s,p -seminorm.
The second ingredient is a embedding result of BD into fractional Sobolev spaces:
Proof. By Van Schaftingen's study [36] , Prop. 6.4., the symmetric gradient operators ε is an elliptic and cancelling operator. Thus, by [36] , Thm. 8.1., there exists a constant
denotes the respective homogeneous fractional Sobolev space. For the general statement, let u ∈ BD(Ω) and choose a sequence (u k ) ⊂ C ∞ c (R n ; R n ) such that u k → u strictly and pointwisely L n -a.e. as k → ∞. Then we obtain, using Fatou's lemma,
The proof is complete.
We now come to the
We remark in advance that, given 1 < q < ∞,
defines an seminorm on BMO(R n ; R n ) which is equivalent to that given by (3.1). Also let us recall from [16] that for a locally integrable function h : R n → R N its sharp maximal operator of order 0 < α ≤ 1 is given by
where ℓ(Q) is the sidelength of the respective cube Q. For 1 ≤ p < ∞, we define the (inhomogeneous) Calderón space C α,p (R n ) by
and equip it with the canonical norm
∞ (R n ) with the corresponding Besov-Nikolskiȋ-spaces B α,p ∞ (R n ) whose definition is deferred to the appendix. By standard embeddings of these spaces, we obtain for each 0 < θ < α
with the fractional Sobolev spaces W s,p ≃ B s,p p . Our aim is to show
where p and ε are as in the theorem. Since (3.8) this will imply the claim.
Proof of (3.7). Our argument is centered around the Dorronsoro-type characterisation of the Sobolev spaces W s,p , Lemma 3.3. For L n -a.e. x ∈ R n , let δ(x) > 0 be arbitrary. We split the left term of (3.4) as
with an obvious definition for I δ (x) and II δ (x). Firstly, we have
On the other hand, we have
We note that in the preceding two estimations the constant C > 0 stems from the equivalence of the Calderón seminorms, similarly to the equivalence of the BMO-and BMO qseminorms mentioned before. Collecting estimates, we find
and note that we may assume without loss of generality that u ♯ s+ε (x) > 0 since u is constant otherwise and thus the claim is trivial. Inserting this choice of δ into (3.9), we obtain
Now note that by Lemma 3.6 below, the fractional maximal functions are log-convex in their smoothness indices. As a consequence, we obtain for 0 < t < s and 1 < q < ∞
Indeed, write t = λ · 0 + (1 − λ)s with 0 < λ < 1 to deduce for 1 < q < ∞ and any
(1−λ)r and hence (3.10) follows since (1 − λ)s = t implies r = sq/t. We return to the estimation of ( * * ). Because 0 < εp < 1, we have 0 < 1 − εp < 1. By assumption, we have s + ε = 1/p ∈ (0, 1) and ps/(s + ε) = p(1 − εp). Define Φ(θ) := θn/(n − 1 + θ), θ ∈ (0, 1). Since n ≥ 2, there holds |Φ| < 1 and we have both lim θց0 Φ(θ) = 0 and lim θր1 Φ(θ) = 1. Thus, Φ : (0, 1) → (0, 1) is bijective and, choosing θ := (1 − εp)(n − 1)/(n − 1 + εp), we see that Φ( θ) = 1 − εp. With this choice of θ, the embedding (3.10) gives
p by assumption, we deduce p(1 − εp) − 1 > 0, and therefore with γ = εp
which is true by assumption 3.2. The proof is complete.
Remark 3.5. The preceding proof, in particular, the choice of x-dependent δ, uses some ideas from [5] , especially the proof of Proposition 3.1.2 therein.
In the proof of Theorem 3.1, we used the log-convexity of the fractional maximal operator with respect to its index, a fact whose proof we give now: log-convex on (0, 1) for any locally integrable function u : R n → R. That is, for any s, t ∈ (0, 1) and any λ ∈ (0, 1) there holds
If the right side of (3.11) is infinite, there is nothing to prove, so we may assume without loss of generality that
n be a non-degenerate cube. Then we have
We then pass to the supremum over all cubes Q to deduce the claim.
For the sake of better traceability, we explicitely note the following.
Corollary 3.7. Let 1 < p < ∞ and ε > 0 such that pε < 1. Then for any N ≥ 1 we have
The previous corollary follows along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 3.1, now using the standard Sobolev embedding BV(R n ;
(R n ) for 1 < p < ∞ as given in Lemma 38.1 in Tartar's monograph [34] .
Viscosity Approximations
4.1. The Ekeland-type Approximation. To avoid manipulations on measures when working with the Euler-Lagrange equation satisfied by the minimiser u ∈ BD(Ω), we shall consider approximate problems which allow to work with LD-functions first. More precisely, starting from an arbitrary minimising sequence, we shall employ Ekeland's variational principle to construct another minimising sequence which is close to the original sequence, however, features convenient optimality properties. For the reader's convenience, we therefore first recall Since our strategy to prove uniform higher integrability by means of finite differences relies on suitable Nikolskiȋ-type estimates, we will need to apply Ekeland's variational principle with respect to a metric which is considerably weaker than the symmetricgradient metric d(u, v) := ε(u) − ε(v) L 1 (Ω;R n×n ) on suitable Dirichlet classes. Here we again follow [7] , however, invoke the metric induced by the (W 1,∞ 0 )
* -norm as discussed in section 2.4. In a preliminary step, we record the following
sym with a constant c > 0. Given u 0 ∈ W 1,p (Ω; R n ) and a lower semicontinuous function g : R n → [0, ∞), the functional
is lower semicontinuous to norm convergence on (W
Proof. Without loss of generality, let u, u 1 , u 2 , ...
As p > 1, we may use Korn's inequality to deduce that (u k ) has a (not relabelled) subsequence which converges to some v ∈ W 1,p (Ω; R n ) and by continuity of the trace operator on W 1,p with respect to weak convergence, v ∈ u 0 + W
, and passing to a subsequence if necessary, we can even assume strong convergence
(Ω; R n )) * by Lemma 2.9, we conclude that u = v L n -a.e.. Moreover, passing to another subsequence, we may assume that ε(u k ) * ⇀ ε(u) in M(Ω; R n×n sym ) as k → ∞ and hence, applying Reshetnyak's theorem in conjunction with the absolute continuity for L n of all measures ε(u), ε(u 1 ), ... involved, we obtain the claim. Now fix p > n and let u ∈ BD(Ω) be a generalised minimiser of F. We then find a sequence (w k ) ⊂ D := u 0 + LD 0 (Ω) such that
as k → ∞. By the Reshetnyak continuity theorem and the fact that w k ∈ LD(Ω) for all k ∈ N, we deduce that
as k → ∞ so that (w k ) indeed is a minimising sequence for F. Moreover, possibly passing to a subsequence, we may assume that
As to the boundary values, we find a sequence (u
and hence
Now since f is Lipschitz with constant L, we obtain
and let g ∈ C 2 (R n ; R ≥0 ) satisfy g ′′ > 0 such that g| B(0,1) = 0 and
We define
so that, due to Lemma 4.2, each F k is lower semicontinuous with respect to norm convergence in (W
1,∞ 0
(Ω; R n )) * . Now observe that due to our choice of g and thus g(v k /3M ) = 0 we have
In this situation, we may apply Ekeland's variational principle, Lemma 4.1, to find a 
Finally, we record the following lemma on the perturbed EulerLagrange equations satisfied by the single u k 's.
Lemma 4.3 (Approximate Euler-Lagrange Equation)
. Let f k and u k be defined as above. Then for all k ∈ N we have
Proof. Fix k ∈ N and let ϕ ∈ W 1,p 0 (Ω; R n ) be arbitrary. Then for every ε > 0 we have u k + εϕ, u k − εϕ ∈ D k . Consequently, we obtain by (4.8)
This gives
from which (4.7) follows at once.
To explain the advantages of the technically slightly intricate construction of the particular minimising sequence (u k ), let us first make the following
Remark 4.4 (Euler-Lagrange for Measures). It is posssible to directly work on the EulerLagrange equation satisfied by a generalised minimiser u ∈ GM(F). Indeed, transferring
Anzellotti's work [3] to functionals of type (1.1), one is able to show that
for all ϕ ∈ BD(Ω) with | E s ϕ| ≪ | E s u| such that ϕ(x) = 0 H n−1 -a.e. on {x ∈ ∂Ω : u(x) = u 0 (x)}, where ν ∂Ω is the outward unit normal to ∂Ω.
To conclude with, note that Lemma 4.3 enables us to work with difference quotients applied to functions and to eventually deduce uniform estimates for the single u k 's. In particular, by arbitariness of the generalised minimiser u ∈ GM(F) as was assumed in this section, we have constructed a sequence converging to u in a suitable sense, and hence uniform estimates on the u k 's will eventually inherit to u. Note that by starting from an arbitrary u ∈ GM(F), regularity for all generalised minimisers will be established.
As mentioned in the introduction, this differs from the common vanishing viscosity approach (see [8] ). Indeed, adding small quadratic perturbations and thereby reducing to minimising sequences in W 1,2 , manipulations on difference quotients are well-defined, however, we would merely obtain regularity for one generalised minimiser. As an alternative and in order to obtain higher regularity for all generalised minimisers, we could directly work with the Euler-Lagrange equation satisfied by any u ∈ GM(F). Such equations genuinely involve measures and hence need to be interpreted in the sense of Anzellotti, see Remark 4.4. Moreover, in this case an implementation of the difference quotient technique seems to be hard.
Preliminary Estimates.
In this section we derive non-uniform estimates on the second derivatives of the single members of the approximating sequence (u k ) constructed in the previous section. Albeit these will not inherit to the minimiser, we shall use them to justify the calculations in the subsequent paragraphs.
Proof. Let k ∈ N be arbitrary. Let x 0 ∈ Ω, 0 < r < R < dist(x 0 , ∂Ω) and pick ρ ∈ C 
(4.8)
Note that the right side of the previous inequality indeed is finite for each k ∈ N. By convexity of ψ, it is easily seen that II ≥ 0. As to I, we introduce the bilinear forms
Consequently, we deduce
and hence, going back to (4.8), we obtain after rearranging terms and applying Young's inequality to the symmetric bilinear forms
By definition of the bilinear forms B k (x) and the positive definiteness of f ′′ , we invoke the estimate
where the C k 's are positive constants depending on k. Applying Young's inequality to the first term on the right side of the previous equation, it can be absorbed by the left side. Hence,
uniformly in h and s. Sending h ց 0 and using the standard difference quotient characterisation of Sobolev spaces, we obtain that ε(u k ) ∈ W 1,2 loc (Ω; R n×n ), and by Korn's inequality in L 2 we deduce that u k ∈ W 2,2 loc (Ω; R n×n ) as claimed.
Before we embark on the proof of Sobolev regularity for the dual solution, we introduce the auxiliary function
A routine estimation then gives Lemma 4.6. Let α ∈ R and define V α by Eq. (4.9). Then we have for any measurable function v : R n → R M , h ∈ R and e s ∈ R n the estimate
4.3. Convex Duality. To exploit the convexity of the variational integrals studied in this paper, we shall now record some facts about the dual problem which will turn out useful for the study of the differentiability properties of minima for the primal problem. Given a real Banach space X and a function g : X → R, we recall its polar function g * : X * → R given by
and its bipolar function g * * : X → R given by g * * (x) := sup
Note that if g is lower semicontinuous and convex, then g = g * * . In view of the convex minimisation problem (1.4), we note that since f : R n×n → R is lower semicontinuous and convex, ∂f (ξ) = ∅ for some ξ ∈ R n×n implies the duality relation
Since f is assumed to be of class C 2 , the preceeding relation implies
Let us recall that the Lagrangian ℓ is given by
where (w, χ) 
Hence we obtain the dichotomic statement that As a consequence, when maximising the dual functional we can safely stick to distributionally solenoidal competitors. In the sequel we shall give a precise description of the relation between the primal and the dual problem. For the time being, it suffices to focus on the following Lemma 4.7. There holds
where L ∞ div (Ω; R n×n ) denotes the linear space of all v ∈ L ∞ (Ω; R n×n ) which are solenoidal in the sense of distributions.
Proof. We have for all w = u 0 + ϕ ∈ u 0 + LD 0 (Ω)
Passing to the infimum over all such w yields (4.15).
Recall that (4.16) where the u ∂Ω k 's are defined in the previous section. We put
) and is of linear growth, we deduce that |f ′ | is bounded and so
As a consequence, we obtain
where weak convergence is understood in L Proof. Ad (a). Let ϕ ∈ C 1 c (Ω; R n ) be arbitrary. Then we have
and hence σ is solenoidal in the sense of distributions. Ad (b). We may assume without loss of generality that inf w∈u0+LD0(Ω)
We combine (4.18) with (4.15) to deduce
We write I as
Moreover, since f * is convex and lower semicontinuous, the variational integral G[v] := − Ω f * (v) dx is upper semicontinuous with respect to weak*-convergence in L ∞ (Ω; R n×n ). Therefore we obtain lim sup
and thus lim sup k→∞ I ≤ ℓ(u 0 , τ ). Secondly, since ϕ k ∈ W 1,p 0 (Ω; R n ) for all k ∈ N, it is admissible in the weak formulation (4.7) and thus we particularly have
and therefore, since we may assume without loss of generality
In conclusion, collecting estimates, we have proven that τ = σ is a solution of the dual problem and the proof is complete.
Remark 4.9 (Approximation of the Boundary Values).
In the preceding proof we as-
for all k ∈ N with a constant C > 0. This is merely of technical nature, as the u ∂Ω k ∈ W 1,p (Ω; R n ) are assumed to approximate u 0 ∈ LD(Ω) in the LD-norm and hence the blow-up of the norms
Moreover, note that we can achieve such a bound easily by passing to a suitable subsequence, however, we omit the technical details for clarity of presentation.
Having proven that σ as defined above is a dual solution, let us now justify that we actually have σ ∈ W 1,2 loc (Ω; R n×n ). Instead of the approximation procedure pursued above, we may simply consider for δ > 0 the problems
where we temporarily assume that u 0 ∈ W 1,2 (Ω; R n ). It is then easy to show that for each δ > 0, there exists a unique minimiser u δ ∈ u 0 + W 1,2 0 (Ω; R n ) of F δ . In this situation, we put
Using Korn's inequality on W 1,2 0 (Ω; R n ), an almost verbatim repetition of the arguments outlined in [8] , chapter 2.1, yields thatσ k ⇀σ in L 2 (Ω; R n×n ) for someσ ∈ L 2 (Ω; R n×n ), which can be equally proven to actually to belong to L ∞ (Ω; R n×n ) and to be a dual solution as well. For the sequence (σ k ), we may merge Korn's inequality to repeat the proof of Theorem 2.10 in [8] to deduce thatσ ∈ W 1,2 loc (Ω; R n×n ). In a similar vein, the results of [8] , section 2.2, equally apply to our problem and thus we deduce that the dual solution is in fact unique. Therefore σ ≡σ and we conclude the following 
4.4.
Higher Integrability of Minima. In this section we provide the estimates that are required for the proof of Theorem 1.2. The proof itself will be a direct consequence of the following Theorem 4.11. Let f ∈ C 2 (R n×n sym ) be a µ-elliptic integrand with 1 < µ < 2. Then there exits a number q > 1 such that for each relatively compact K ⊂ Ω there exists a constant C = C(K, q) > 0 with
where (u k ) is the sequence constructed in section 4.1.
Proof. In what follows, let z ∈ Ω and 0 < r < R < dist(z, ∂Ω) be arbitrary but fixed. We choose a smooth cut-off function ρ ∈ C 1 c (B(z, R); [0, 1]) with ½ B(z,r) ≤ ρ ≤ ½ B(z,R) and define, for h ∈ R n with |h| < dist(B(z, R), ∂Ω),
We fix such h for the time being. Each ϕ k is admissible in the sense that ϕ ∈ W 1,p 0 (Ω; R n ) and thus may be inserted into the approximate Euler-Lagrange equation (4.7). Expanding terms, we first obtain (with B := B(z, R))
) * . In a first step, let us observe that by convexity of ψ we have
and so we obtain
) * (Ω;R n ) =: I 2 + I 3 . We shall now give estimates on I 1 -I 3 . Arguing similarly as in the proof of Lemma 4.5, but now using strict convexity of the g k 's and µ-ellipticity of f , we may bound I 1 below as follows:
As to term I 2 , let h > 0 be arbitrary. We recall that by Theorem 3.1 there holds
(Ω; R n ) for any 0 < s < 1 and 0 < ε < 1 s . Hence, we obtain for s = 1 2 and every 0 < ε < 1 2 through use of Hölder's inequality
By the results of section 4.3, the sequence (a k ) is bounded, and by the aforementioned embedding we see that the b k 's can be uniformly bounded in terms of the BD-and BMOnorms of the u k 's. Since these norms are uniformly bounded by that of u, we conclude that there exists a constant C = C ε > 0 such that a k b k ≤ C and hence there holds
uniformly in k. In view of term I 3 , we recall Lemma 2.10 to obtain
since, as argued above, (u k ) is uniformly bounded with respect to BD-norm. Combining the estimates for I 1 -I 3 just obtained and dividing by h
3−2ε 2
with ε > 0 to be specified below, we find and, recalling 1 < µ < 2, we find 0 < α, δ < 1 with 0 < µ − 2α < δ < 1. Since g ≤ M(g) holds L n -a.e. for every g ∈ L 1 loc (R n ), we note that 
We invoke the embedding result for weighted Besov spaces, Lemma 2.8, to obtain that for every δ > 0 sufficiently small there holds
for any sufficiently small χ > 0 (to be adjusted later), where we have put
.
By the definition of V α , see (4.9), we conclude that
Now observe that by Lemma 2.4, we may conclude that
too, provided (a) γ := β(χ)(1 − α) > 1 and (b) ω (1−α) . Keeping (a) in mind, we again recall the Coifman-Rochberg Lemma 2.5 to conclude that if
In turn, again recalling (2.10), we conclude that this suffices to deduce that ω
Since we are interested in small 0 < α < 1, small ε, χ > 0, condition (a) can be considered satisfied anyway. Because our estimates on the respective Muckenhoupt norms of ω
are uniform in k, rewriting terms, we may pass to the limit to obtain
We put W := M(W 1 δ ) and estimate, using Young's inequality, for arbitrary β > 0 and
We shall now argue that under the given conditions on µ, it is possible to adjust the relevant parameters α, χ and ε in such a way that β ≥ 1 and ( * ) can be bounded by I.
Let us summarise the conditions which we have to verify and also serve as an implicit definition for p:
Let us briefly justify why instead of (4.36) we may work with the weaker condition
Indeed, splitting B := (B ∩{W ≤ 1}) ∪ (B ∩{W > 1}) =: A ∪ B, we can safely confine to the set B when studying regularity as on A the symmetric gradients are of class BMO by the usual mapping properties of singular integrals. The argument itself can be made precise by use of Lipschitz truncations, however, is standard and is left to the interested reader. For the sake of simplicity, we confine to the case n = 2, the general case being a small modification thereof which can be accomplished similarly. The conditions become
We rewrite (4.41) as 
where the second inequality can be assumed without loss of generality as δ < 1. Now, if µ > 1 is sufficiently close to 1, then (4.44) is fulfilled, and so is (4.43) and (4.42) and (4.41), and we moreover note that optimising in β, we can even take β > 1, and hence the proof is complete. 4.5. Uniqueness of Generalised Minimisers. Building on the results of the previous sections, particularly to the proof of the higher Sobolev regularity of generalised minimisers, we now briefly comment on the uniqueness issues addressed in the introduction. In general, the failure of uniqueness of minima of variational integrals (1.4) is mostly due to two reasons (compare [7] ): Going back to the relaxed functional F given by (1.7), positive homogeneity of f ∞ implies that f ∞ is not strictly convex even if f is. Thus a possible reason for non-uniqueness is the presence of the singular part of minimisers which genuinely only effects the recession parts of F. The second reason for non-uniqueness is a possible non-attainment of the correct boundary values which shall be briefly addressed in the end of this section.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let u, v ∈ GM(F) ∩ BMO(Ω; R n ) be two generalised minimisers with respect to a prescribed Dirichlet class D u0 := u 0 + LD 0 (Ω). Since f is µ-elliptic with µ ≤ µ(n), both u and v belong to LD(Ω) by Theorem 1.2. We will show ε(u) = ε(v), and this will imply the claim: Indeed, since ε(w) = 0 is equivalent to w ∈ R(Ω) provided Ω is connected, we deduce that there exists R ∈ R(Ω) such that u = v + R. To prove the claim, suppose that ε(u) = ε(v) on a measurable set U with L n (U ) > 0. Then we obtain, using that f is strictly convex and both E s u and E s v vanish identically in Ω,
an obvious contradiction. The proof is complete.
As this section is the generalisation of section 5.4 of [7] to the symmetric gradient case, we also wish to conclude with the following two observations: Proposition 4.12. Let Ω be a convex Lipschitz subset of R n . Suppose that generalised minima of the variational integral F are unique modulo rigid deformations. If one generalised minimiser u attains the correct boundary values in the sense that Tr(u − u 0 ) = 0 H n−1 -a.e. on ∂Ω, then GM(F) = {u}.
Proof. Let R ∈ R(Ω) \ {0} be an arbitrary non-zero rigid deformation and denote R its continuous extension to Ω. Then we have
because Tr(u − u 0 ) = 0 H n−1 -a.e. on ∂Ω. Since the mapping T : ∂Ω → R n×n sym given by T (x) := −R ⊙ ν ∂Ω for x ∈ ∂Ω is continuous and f ∞ : R n×n sym → R ≥0 is continuous too, it suffices to show that there exists z ∈ ∂Ω such that |R(z) ⊙ ν ∂Ω (z)| > 0. Indeed, in this case we conclude by homogeneity of f ∞ and positivity of f that the boundary integral on the right side of (4.45) is strictly positive so that u + R is not a minimiser of F over BD(Ω). The proof is the concluded by Proposition 5.4 which provides the required characterisation of generalised minima in terms of F. For simplicity, we shall argue for the unit ball Ω = B and only sketch the respective generalisation to arbitrary open Lipschitz domains Ω below. Write
Since ν ∂B (z) = z for any z ∈ ∂B, this particularly implies Ae k ⊙ e k = −b ⊙ e k for all k = 1, ..., n. These identities imply
and hence a jk = −b j for all j, k = 1, ..., n. In consequence, a jj = −b j for all j = 1, ..., n, but by scew-symmetry of A, a jj = 0 and thus b j = 0 for all j = 1, ..., n. This further implies a jk = 0 for all j, k = 1, ..., n and thus R ≡ 0. If Ω is not a ball, then one may argue similarly, now using the fact that for any open, bounded and convex Lipschitz subset Ω of R n there exist linearly independent z 1 , ..., z n ∈ ∂Ω such that ν ∂Ω (z 1 ), ..., ν ∂Ω (z n ) are linearly independent too. The details are left to the interested reader.
We now turn to the second possible source of non-uniqueness which is in the spirit of Santi's example [31] which has been revisited by Beck & Schmidt ([7] , Thm 1.16). Whereas the former deals with scalar problems exclusively, the latter primarily deals with the vectorial case. As a consequence, even in the case where the symmetric gradient operator ε is replaced by the full gradient in (1.1), non-uniqueness of generalised minima implies non-attainment of the correct boundary values within the framework of the variational principle (1.4) with ε replaced by D. The respective generalisation of this result to the symmetric gradient case, however, is slightly more intricate and beyond the scope of this paper but shall be addressed in future work.
4.6. Remarks on General Differential Operators. Let us finally mention that the approach described in the preceding sections does not take into account the specific structure of the symmetric gradient operator. Indeed, letting A be an elliptic differential operator of the form (2.5) and f ∈ C 2 (E) a µ-elliptic convex integrand with µ ≤ µ(n) with µ(n) as in Theorem 1.2, we consider the variational integral
. This space is equipped with the canonical norm v W A,1 := v L 1 + Av L 1 , and thus is a generalisation of the space LD as introduced above. In the same spirit as explained in section 2.2, the spaces W A,1 0 (Ω) and BV A (Ω) can be defined canonically, and the notion of generalised minima is generalised in the obvious manner too. We then have as a straightforward generalisation of the above arguments: Corollary 4.13. Let A be an elliptic and cancelling differential operator. If f : E → R ≥0 is a C 2 -integrand which is µ-elliptic for µ ≤ µ(n) with µ(n) given by Theorem 1.2, then any generalised minimiser u ∈ BV A (Ω) ∩ BMO loc (Ω; V ) of F belongs to W 1,p loc (Ω; V ) for some p ≥ 1.
Let us remark that an operator A of the form (2.5) is called cancelling provided
This notion has been introduced by Van Schaftingen [36] and enters corollary 4.13 in that it is necessary to establish the results of section 3. Indeed, an argument used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 relies on the Sobolev-type embedding, Proposition 3.4, whose generalisation to the framework of BV A -spaces is possible if and only if A is both elliptic and cancelling, see [36] . In particular, in the important case where A is the gradient D, we wish to stress that the above corollary generalises the results gathered in [8] to generalised minima that are not necessarily locally bounded for the range of µ given by Theorem 1.2; in particular, see Corollary 3.7 for the critical embedding result. 7) . Then the following are equivalent for u ∈ BD(Ω):
(a) u is a generalised minimiser in the sense of (1.5).
(b) u is a BD-minimiser in the sense of (5.4).
The proof requires some technical preparations which we supply now. For this, let Ω be a given open and bounded Lipschitz subset of R n and choose an open and bounded Lipschitz subset Ω ⊂ R n with Ω ⋐ Ω. Given u 0 ∈ LD(Ω), by surjectivity of the trace operator on BD (compare section 2.2), we may extend u 0 to a function u 0 ∈ LD 0 ( Ω). The following two lemmas are straightforward generalisations of the results gathered in [8] , chapter 2.3.1, whose proofs we leave to the reader:
Lemma 5.5 (Area-Strict Approximation). Given Ω and u 0 as above, let u ∈ BD(Ω) and denote its extension to Ω viaũ 0 by u. Then there exists (u k ) ⊂ u 0 + C ∞ c (Ω; R n ) such that u k → u area-strictly in Ω as k → ∞, where u k , u denote the extensions of u k , u to Ω by u, respectively. where ( * ) holds as F and F coincide on any subset of LD(Ω), whereas the last equality holds since (u k ) is F-minimising. Hence (b) follows. To prove the remaining implication, let u ∈ BD(Ω) be a BD-minimiser of F. By Lemma 5.5, we find (u k ) ⊂ u 0 + C ∞ c (Ω; R n ) such that u k → u in the area-strict sense on Ω as k → ∞. Now, since f is convex, an easy adaption of the results of Goffmann & Serrin [23] yields that the L 1 -Lebesgue-Serrin extension of F given by
coincides with F. Since F is continuous with respect to area-strict convergence by Lemma 5.6, we thus conclude The proof is complete.
We conclude with the following Proposition 5.7 (Existence). In the situation of Definition 5.1, suppose that the variational integrand f : R n×n sym → R satisfies (1.2). Then there exists a BD-minimiser u of F.
Proof. The proof is along the lines of the direct method. We follow the construction following (5.2) and aim for minimising f [E u](B) over the class Q consisting of all u ∈ BD(B) which, in turn, are exclusively defined by u ∈ BD(Ω). Let ( u k ) ⊂ Q be a minimising sequence for f [E ·](B). By (1.2) and Poincaré's Inequality, we deduce that ( u k ) is uniformly bounded with respect to the norm in BD(Ω). Hence, by the standard weak*-compactness theorem for BD (see section 2. 5.2. Besov Spaces. In this section we briefly revisit Besov spaces and highlight their connection to the Calderón spaces as is needed in the proof of Theorem 3.1; for more background information, the reader is referred to [5] , chapter 4. Let ϕ ∈ S (R n ) be such that spt(φ) ⊂ B(0, 1) =: B 0 andφ(ξ) = 1 on B(0, 
Here, S ′ (R n ) are the tempered distributions on R n . To define the homogeneous variants of these spaces, note that since k∈Z Φ k (ξ) = 1 for any ξ ∈ R n \ {0} and Φ k (0) = 0 for any k ∈ Z, there holds Φ k D β δ 0 = for any k ∈ Z and β ∈ N n 0 , where δ 0 as usual denotes the Dirac delta distribution centered at zero. Hence, Φ k * P = 0 for any polynomial P : R n → R. Let P(R n ) denote the space of R-valued polynomials on R n . For α, p and q as above, we then definė B α,p q (R n ) := u ∈ (S ′ /P)(R n ) :
It is also possible to define Besov spaces on domains, however, this is not needed here. More important, however, are the following results of Littlewood-Paley-type which embed a large variety of well-known function spaces into the framework of the Besov scales (B p,q α ). Especially, letting 1 ≤ p < ∞ and 0 < α < 1, we have
We finally link the Besov spaces to the Calderón spaces:
Lemma 5.8 ( [16] , Theorems 7.1 and 7.5). Let α > 0. Then the following holds:
As an important consequence of the preceding lemma, we record the embeddings 
